University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, USA papers to this special issue with JDSA. The reviewers of JDSA conducted a thorough review process for the extended papers. Finally, we accepted five papers for this special issue. These papers involve a number of applications from evolving news streams to event detection in time-series data, covering a range of techniques from clustering to deep learning. These five papers are roughly classified into two categories, as follows.
Evolving Data Streams
-BFSPMiner: An Effective and Efficient Batch-Free Algorithm for Mining Sequential Patterns over Data Streams [1] presents a method for efficiently mining patterns in streams without being constrained to the traditional batch-based processing. -Analyzing Evolving Stories in News Articles [2] detects the origin of an event in news streams and can segment the timeline into disjoint groups of coherent news articles. We believe that these papers offer an excellent snapshot of the variety of methods and applications currently studied in the data stream literature, and are relevant to researchers as well as practitioners in industry who are looking to meet the challenges posed in this modern area of ubiquitous data streams.
Process Models and Anomaly Detection

